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Full Circle Sustainability™

Quali ty ,  Ecology,  Equity ,  Community

At Dagoba Organic Chocolate we seek to honor Full Circle Sustainability principles: blending
attention to Quality, Ecology, Equity and Community into each step from cacao farms to our factory
to you. This is rooted in our founder Frederick Schilling’s vision to create exceptional chocolate
through high standards of ethics and social responsibility, a vision carried forth by our dedicated
team of employees as we continue to grow.

In crafting our products, we are guided by the Art of Chocolate Alchemy - transforming cacao into
edible gold. Full Circle Sustainability activates this transformative process to impact people, the
environment and business in a positive way.

These principles apply to everything we do, from sourcing, manufacturing, sales, marketing and
product development to finance, operations, administration, workplace, community relations and
business partnerships. This is simply how we seek to live in order to create the future we hope for,
and we wouldn’t run our business any other way.

This is a commitment we approach with reverence, respect and wonder, just as we regard cacao.
It is an ongoing process. Each day we learn more about our impact on the world, and look more
deeply into our business to identify ways to improve. While we celebrate what we’ve accomplished
and hope to inspire others, we realize that great opportunities remain. Please join us. All of us
have something to learn and share, and together we will make a difference while sharing in the
fulfilling rewards. Please visit our website to learn more, to sign-up for our Tao of Cacoa e-newsletter
and connect through our Community of Cacao blog.

Chocoregards,

Your Friends at Dagoba

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful committed citizens can change
the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.”
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Full

· Wide Influence: Internal guiding principles
and what we ask of suppliers and partners

· Comprehensive: Embracing quality, ecology,
equity and community. Considering our full
impact from farm to consumer.

·  Unifying: Engaging employees, suppliers, 
customers and consumers

·  Substantial: Growing deeper in meaning and
implications as we learn and encounter change

Grounded upon a total commitment that 
brings deep rewards, joy and fulfillment

Circle

· Seeking balance: Each principle, each person
is interconnected, interdependent and 
essential

· Inclusionary: Embracing everyone from farm
to consumer, open-minded, valuing diversity

· Self-reflection: Looking at our impact and 
our actions with a 360 degree view

· Continuous: A ongoing cycle of assessing, 
learning, positive evolution and reevaluating.

Like ripples in water, our actions reverberate 
past ourselves and the present, drawing new 
forces beyond our own to effect positive change

Sustainability

· Self-sustaining: Leadership, learning and 
growing that reinvests in and inspires itself

· Seamless: Designed to flow with work and 
lives and evolve with changing needs

· Timeless: Taking care of the present while 
learning from the past and looking to the 
future

· Positive: Believing we can enact change, 
celebrating accomplishments, viewing 
challenges as opportunities.

A perennial species, grounded on solid roots that
support new growth each year

Full Circle Sustainability

what does full circle sutainability mean to us?
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Quality

Quality

Quality goes beyond our products to shape
daily operations. Our goal is to ensure that
every experience with Dagoba leaves you
feeling a little bit brighter.

Farm

· Exceptional chocolate starts at the source, 
where we seek out high-grade, fine flavor 
cacao.

· Our founder works with suppliers on post-
harvest processes such as fermentation to 
derive the richest flavor from cacao beans.

· We source inclusions as locally and regionally
as possible to ensure freshness.

Factory

· Using artisan methods and attention to detail,
we craft cacao into edible gold.

· By manufacturing in small batches we’re able
deliver the freshest chocolate possible.

· We add pure, innovative ingredients in perfect
balance to enhance your chocolate 
experience.

· Comprehensive quality control ensures that
you enjoy only our finest creations.

Consumer

· Our customer service team is passionate about
our products and mission, the wonder of cacao
and ensuring you’re satisfied.

· Honesty and integrity guide all our 
communications.

Awards and Recognitions

Tastemaker Award - Food & Wine, 2005

Outstanding Confection Finalist -
Xocolatl, NASFT, 2005

Best flavored Organic Chocolate -
TIME Magazine, 2005

Best Dark Chocolate -
San Francisco Chronicle, 2004;
Organic Style, 2005

World’s Best Chocolate -
CNN/MONEY, 2003

Best Organic Chocolate -
Food & Wine, 2005

There is an art to the alchemy of chocolate
making, an art we explore with mystery
and integrity.

Please join us~ share your ideas:

1.

2.

3.
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Ecology

Ecology

We believe we have the power, and the
responsibility, to protect and restore the
planet—and cacao—through ongoing
learning, commitment and action.

Farm

· Our cacao and ingredients are organic,
non-gmo and non-irradiated.

· We seek suppliers who support sustainable 
farming: maintaining and restoring biodiversity,
healthy soil, clean water and the environment.

· Our Costa Rican supplier is helping 
neighboring farmers replant cacao lost
to disease.

· We funded research in Costa Rica, guiding 
ecologically-sound farming & reforestation.

· Dagoba is a member of the World Cocoa 
Foundation, which supports on-the-ground 
training on sustainable cacao farming, the use
of non-chemical methods such as Integrated
Pest Management and the restoration of tropical
ecosystems.

Factory

Our goal is to be carbon neutral from farm
to consumer by 2010, reducing our impact
first, then offsetting what remains
· We conserve energy through automated systems
and conscious usage.

· Our factory has been powered by 100% 
renewable energy since day one.

· With The Hershey Co., we’re supporting local
forest restoration to offset CO2 impact beyond
our factory - commuting, travel, shipping
and processing.

· Several employees bike or carpool and our 
truck uses a biodiesel blend.

We’re working towards zero waste and zero
pollution across our product lifecycle
· We minimize paper use with
e-communications.

· Food waste is composted on site and we and 
recycle everything possible, including florescent
lights, styrofoam, pallets, pallet wrap and
shrink wrap.

· In 2005 a company-wide campaign tripled our
recycling amounts.

· In 2007, we identified new opportunities in 
production, doubling recycling.

· We’ve launched a recycling team to keep our
dumpster as empty as possible.

· Our break rooms are stocked with reusable eat
ware and shopping bags.

· Our landscaping has drought-tolerant plants 
watered with stored rainwater.

· We use biodegradable cleaning and laundry 
supplies.

· We use Integrated Pest Management at
our factory

· Our laundry service uses high temperature 
water instead of harsh chemicals.
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Ecology

Ecology

We prioritize the use of recycled,
renewable, reusable and recyclable
materials
· Labels are printed on recycled paper and all 
paperboard is 100% recycled.

· Office paper and printed materials are 100% 
post-consumer recycled paper.

· By 2008, we plan to phase out poly-based bags
for compostable ones.

· All packaging, displays and materials are printed
with soy-based inks.

· We reuse scratch paper and old labels for notes
and drafts, then recycle.

· We refill printer cartridges and buy refurbished
ones.

· In 2006, we greened up our office supplies by
converting paper-based materials to the highest
recycled content, switching plastic-based 
padded envelopes to recycled and recyclable 
paper, and replacing single-use items with 
reusable, refillable choices.

Learning and Sharing

· New employees get a Full Circle Sustainability
kit with information on our mission,  
conservation and waste reduction tips and
a tote bag.

· We distribute a Full Circle Sustainability 
employee newsletter and share ideas and 
information on an ongoing basis.

Consumer

· Zero waste at the consumer end: 
Please reuse and recycle to help 
complete the circle.

· Paper labels, boxes, caddies, 
shipping cases and syrup jug are 
recyclable.

· Canisters and bags for Chocodrops, nibs and 
panned items are reusable.

· We attach information on reuse and recycling
facilities for foam coolers

· The gold foil and paper labels from our bars 
are great for art projects like origami or 
customizing our canisters.

Learning and Sharing
· Full Circle Sustainability tips are printed inside
our labels.

· Our Tao of Cacao e-newsletter and Blog 
include program updates and tips. Get
linked in.

Awards and Recognitions
Ashland Green Business Certification,
2007-present
EPA Green Power Leadership Club:
2005-present
EPA Green Power Partnership Award, 2005
Spirit of Organic Award—OTA/OFRF, 2005
Socially Responsible Business Award—Natural
Products Expo, 2005
Lorax Award, 2005

Please join us~ share your ideas:
1.
2.
3.
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Equity

Equity

Equity builds a foundation of fairness in our
relationships with everyone in the circle. It
also ensures the financial sustainability that
keeps our business, and our mission, going.

Farm

· In sourcing all of our cacao and ingredients, 
we seek direct, lasting, equitable partnerships
with suppliers that uphold good working 
conditions and safe work environments.

· We buy a portion of our cacao from Fair Trade
Certified Cooperatives.

· Dagoba has partnered with The Hershey Co 
and the International Finance Corporation to
establish affordable, locally-based credit for 
growers in the Dominican Republic.

· Our founder collaborates with producer 
partners on training and infrastructure 
improvements that increase community self-
sufficiency at the source.

Factory

· Our employees receive health care and benefits
along with competitive wages.

· We follow an internal code of conduct that 
upholds ethics and equality in our workplace.

· Employee training is supported through in-
house resources and external courses.

· We welcome diversity as an asset, adding 
richness to our team.

· We balance costs and profits carefully, 
sustaining our company and all who depend 
on it.

Consumer

· By following socially responsible practices we
help consumers make choices that support 
their values.

·

We focus on offering exceptional products that
provide outstanding value for the price.

Words from the Heart of Cacao

From the moment that I started to work for Finmac
it was very gratifying for me. Thank you for giving
me the opportunity to work. I am very grateful to
work in the factory. I have obtained a lot of
knowledge. I study, I was given the opportunity,
and I am very grateful for that. I have much desire
to improve myself and while I will be here it will
help with my work. I do it with a lot of effort and
dedication.  Hilbert Perez, cacao farm worker,
Finca Finmac, Costa Rica
"Thanks to Fair Trade and sales to Dagoba, I
wasn't only able to stay in the cacao industry but
I also started to work on growing bananas and
nuts. Fair Trade is making sure our cacao is pure
and organic so we can take better care of our land
by using the money we are paid. This keeps me
and my land healthier which encourages me to
grow a few more things"
Member, Cacao Cooperative, Peru
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Community

Commnity
Community unites suppliers, employees,
customers and colleagues around chocolate
and our mission while sharing the rewards
fully.

Farm

· Our founder collaborates on projects in cacao
communities, including a women’s chocolate
making cooperative in Costa Rica.

· We continue to focus on bringing new suppliers
into our expanding circle of producer partners.

· We seek to source from cacao farms that play
an active role in their communities. A Peruvian
cacao cooperative

Factory

· Dagoba is a member of several organizations 
dedicated to social responsibility, including 
Co-op America/Green Business Network and
the World Cocoa Foundation.

· Employees volunteer for kids’ sports teams, 
scouts, conservation and environmental groups,
farms and more

· Allied non-profit causes in our region and across
the United States benefit from in-kind donations
and membership contributions.

· We hold company gatherings to celebrate 
successes and relax.

Customer

· We’re passionate about sharing the wonders of
chocolate to create a “community of cacao.”
Our website offers a rich blend of history, lore,
recipes and more.

· Our e-newsletter and blog connect consumers
with Dagoba, our mission and each other, 
enriching the links between us and increasing
our impact.

· We participate in sampling and consumer 
events like the Green Festivals. Stop by!

Partial List of Donation Recipients, 2006-7
Adaptive Ski Program, American Heart Association,
Ashland Community Hospital, Ashland Gallery
Association, Ashland High Arts Advocates, Ashland
Parks and Recreation, Ashland Rotary Club, Ashland
Zen Center, Audubon Society, Boulder Safe House,
Breast Cancer Fund, Cascade AIDS Project, Children's
Musical Theatre of Ashland, Christian Peace Team,
Crown Point Ecology Center, Food for People, Free
the Need, Gold Hill Community Preschool, Greater
Applegate Community Development, Hearts & Vines
Foundation, Human Solutions, Independent Organic
Inspectors, Indigenous World Foundation, Jackson
County Court Family Support Division, Klamath
Salmon Media Collaborative, Leukemia Society,
Living Opportunities, Midwives on Missions of Service,
Mobility Unlimited, Mount Shasta Bioregional
Ecology Center, National College of Naturopathic
Medicine, National Kidney Foundation, New Outlook
Teen Center, Nobel Peace Forum, Not Straight-Not
Sure, NW Service-Americorps, Pachamama Alliance,
Portland Public Schools, State Environmental
Leadership Program, SF Pride, Siskiyou Institute,
Siskiyou Permaculture Resources Guild, Wilderness
Charter School
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Make a Pledge to Make a Difference.
Mark the circle next to each step you commit
to take. Share your experience and more ideas
on our blog.

Food and Water

Plant a fruit or nut tree.  Tree crops are the 
foundation of a sustainable landscape. 
If you garden, plant heirlooms, save the seeds
and trade with friends.
Grow and share your own herbs and medicinal
plants for extra health and happiness.
Buy locally grown and organic foods.
Compost – reduce waste and feed your garden.
Catch rainwater in a barrel and use it to water
landscaping and gardens.

Energy and Climate Action

Measure your ecological footprint and pledge
to reduce as much as you can. For added 
impact challenge your friends. Get started at
earthday.net

Choose green energy or buy renewable energy
credits. Learn more at b-e-f.org.
Offset CO2 emissions from travel through 
ecologically-based tree planting you can verify.
Check out the program we’re launching: 
lomakatsi.org.
Use compact fluorescent lights. They use 75%
less energy than incandescent.
Carpool, bike and use public transit to turn 
back global climate change.
If you drive, keep your tires inflated.  Save gas,
money and carbon emissions.

Resource Reduction

Carry a reusable shopping bag.  Paper and 
plastic both put a load on the environment.
Choose minimally packaged products in 
recyclable packaging. Buy food in bulk.
Look for creative ways to reuse things.
Donate or trade unwanted items and look for
used items when you need something.
Recycle as much as you can, and work to 
expand local programs.

Forests

Protect & enjoy old growth forests. These 
irreplaceable natural treasures provide habitat,
clean water, climate protection and 
rejuvenating serenity. Info: kswild.org
Choose 100% recycled paper – forests are the
lungs of the world.

Widen the Circle

Inspire others and challenge yourself to build
a better world. Info: daily-acts.org
Volunteer for something you care about and
make a rewarding difference.
Thank companies that share your values and
ask for positive change.

Full Circle Sutainability Tips

1105 Benson Way  Ashland, OR  97520  800-393-6075  dagobachocolate.com.
Printed on 100% post-consumer recycled paper with soy based inks. Please share then recycle.
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Share  with a f r iend!


